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In Praise of Libraries by P. Soper
My love of libraries began as a child visiting the storefront Clarendon Branch of the
Brooklyn Public library, which was just a few walking blocks from home in my Flatbush
neighborhood of Brooklyn. I can still see myself as a young reader, just tall enough to rest
my latest library book, The Five Chinese Brothers, on the living room window sill of my
family's second floor apartment, my eyes wide with wonder at the sight of the first
Chinese brother's cheeks puffed out, swollen from swallowing the sea.
Older, and able to go there on my own or with friends, I still loved the peaceful quiet of
that little library and its shelves filled with the promise of discovery, a book, fiction or
non, that would hold me in its story or spark greater interest in a subject I was studying
at school.
As a young adult, I worked for years before beginning college at age 30. Once a student
again, I re-lived the thrill of research, often leaving the Fordham library with my arms
loaded with books. Graduating seven years later, I began a new career as a social
worker and moved to Long Island. On my long commute from Deer Park to the city, it
was many an absorbing library novel that kept me company as I rode in and unwound
me from the challenge of each day on return. Travel guides and magazines gave me
glimpses of adventure to look forward to and plan.
Since then, libraries have evolved far beyond lending books. We can borrow the latest
films on dvd and enjoy watching a good movie in the comfort of home. Libraries bring us
music, too, both recorded and live in concert, along with so many other activities that
now define the library as community center. I have taken many classes which have
introduced me to yoga, tai chi, art, meditation, Italian, French, and more. Each time I've
moved to a different town, it is the local library which helped me plant new roots.
Throughout this challenging pandemic, libraries have been a deeply appreciated source
of sanity, providing requested...and sanitized...books and films via curbside pickup. Now
that they have re-opened, I am again grateful for the use of computers, printers and
copiers, and the chance to browse the smorgasbord of literary treats on the shelves.
About ten years ago, I found the courage to join the monthly Writers Club at the West
Babylon Library. Throughout the years, and even though faces around the table have
changed, we've supported and encouraged each other in writing and in life. We have
shared laughter and tears, illness, births, holidays, writing victories and struggles, as we
dare to share our hearts on the page in poetry and prose. Since the group began, our
amazing facilitator, Nicole Peters, has faithfully kept us writing, suggesting themes,
providing inspiration, information, and the production of our own journal, quarterly and
now monthly throughout the Covid crisis. To fuel our writing energy, and now that we
can meet in person, she even promises the return of coffee and cookies!
So, Libraries, for all the many ways you have blessed and enhanced my life, I am
enormously and deeply grateful.

by C.J Colligan

O you delicious girl no power / No magic circles can save /
You from my love I need relief that no / Medicine or treatment can
help I just / Want the living pump of your sweet / Heart dangerous /
Desire you twist & shake as I / Cook your granite body gentle your
severe beauty simple / You want things you didn’t know fall in love
with my / Teeth as I eat & I never share / O how I love you

Halloween Dreams by R.B. Rose
Purple moons boast witches flying high
shadows of spirits cross the darkened sky
black cats hitch rides on corn silk brooms
bats dwell together in unlit cave-like tombs
Pumpkins claw the earth on twisted vines
with hollow eyes and teeth in jagged lines
skeletons rattle creaky bones they moan low
to the caws of ‘Nevermore’ by ‘a murder’ of Crows
Goblins and Ghouls will float about giving you a
scare they skulk at the stroke of midnight taking
us all unaware so do keep a watchful eye, never
dare turn away or fall asleep because hosts of
Ghosts will pull your hair until you weep
On a frightful and shadowy spine-chilling
Halloween night

The Letter by T. Trapanotto
It's been too many years that has passed that I haven't seen or spoke
to my dad. It all started over an argument and got out of hand and
escalated into something big.
Was it his fault or mine, it doesn't matter any more. Now after 10 years
I'm going to write him a letter and ask for his forgiveness.
Dear Dad, I know it's 10 years that I have not seen or talked to you,
but I hope in this letter you will find it in your heart to forgive me.
I know in the past that you tried to reach out to me, but with my
stubborn pride, I did not want any part of you.
Now when I think back all those years and what I have done to you,
I'm so ashamed of myself. You have a fine wonderful grandson that
you never got to see. All the joy you would have had with him. Words
right now can't express how wrong I was for not letting you see him.
As I write this letter, my mind flashes back to all the times that you
were there for me, as I was growing up. And yet when you needed
help and care, I wasn't there for you, again my foolish pride.
When I heard that you were sick, I still didn't call, write or come to see
how you were doing, I just didn't care at the time, but now I do.
So now I am asking for your forgiveness for all that I have done in the
past 10 years. I know I can't turn back the hands of time, oh how I
wish I could, but it's too late now.
Also enclosed is a picture of your grandson, Allen, you would have
been very proud of him. As I close this letter, I do want you to know,
that I still love you dad.
As I put the letter and photo of my son into the envelope, and seal it,
I will now personally bring it to my dad.
As I arrived to where my dad was, I looked down upon his resting
place and attached the letter to his grave stone with tears in my eyes,
repeating over and over again, dad I'm sorry.

by C.J Colligan

Every day is / A / Transformation /
The future a / Small / Magic

Homage to
Sir Alfred Hitchcock
Roll camera—
Sound—
Action!
A dark silhouette
crosses the cinematic screen
legendary film director
Alfred Hitchcock bids
Good Evening
Hitchcock’s artistic lens
serves as his canvas
painted are visual pictures like no other
Hitchcock tantalizes our emotions
In every shot we sense
his suspenseful presence
the thrill in every frame
he is adamant we come along
we are Spellbound,
willing voyeurs,
whether you are Strangers on a Train
Young and Innocent Mrs. and Mrs. Smith
Rebecca Marnie or have Trouble with Harry
You will shriek—murder—when Hitchcock
whips you into a Frenzy
So, join me now, delight at being
the Peeping Toms, you are,
as we share the 50 mm lens:
New to Manhattan, you are The Lodger
in a high-rise, across the courtyard
you see apartment Number Seventeen
each night, a voluptuous
hair-coiled blonde
walks about in her negligee,
but tonight, a rotund shadow of a man
is shouting; hands in motion,
he delivers a death blow
your fantasy gal goes down
The Lady Vanishes
bloody binoculars flung,
they dangle from the Rear Window
by the Torn Curtain,
the Psycho is in her apartment
instinct dictates, phone police,
recover evidence—
Being a skilled cragsman, you secure a Rope
and scale her building wall
descending, you are aware you may Sabotage
the investigation,
you swing North by Northwest
Vertigo takes hold…
Has there been an error in judgement?

Cameo
by R.B. Rose
Cops will collar you—prime suspect number one!
Suspicion casts a Shadow of a Doubt
you have become The Wrong Man!
But please, enough with the diatribe
retrieve the blood-stained glasses,
the villain’s prints are on them!
Dangling above the street, you see a man
waiting to use the phone booth, another man
carries a violin, he missed the bus,
across the avenue, a green neon sign
flashes—
Its outline is reminiscent of the Saboteur,
your mind is playing tricks—
This is no time to get Stage Fright,
there is no Lifeboat coming for you!
You rappel, half-way there you reason…
grab the bloody Binoculars!
You find an Unlocked Window
a man is drinking champagne
another, in a black coat, smokes a cigarette
you Rope down
The Birds fly overhead
they take a dump on your skull,
on The Man Who Knew Too Much!
Again, you descend,
you must procure the blasted binoculars!
Rappelling, you wonder, was this a Family Plot?
Is the sexy blonde a Foreign Correspondent?
Or is she an opportunist—worse—a spy?
Snatched are the binoculars,
your feet hit the pavement
You walk The 39 Steps to the building front
Policeman, Officer MacGuffin aims…shoots
you
g
o
d
o
w
n
dropped
are the blood-spattered binoculars
life fleets—you have seconds to ponder—
was the blonde really worth it?

Lonely is the Night by T. Trapanotto
The day light and sun has gone to sleep
the shadows of the night has brought the darkness,
the sounds on the street no longer can be heard
for the sounds of quietness has taken over,
the stillness in the air, no sound it makes
the stars are out, but does not shine for me
these four gray walls that surround me
the silence of the room, only I can hear,
the darkness has come and will stay with me
until the dawn of a new day brushes it away,
lonely is the night, and should not be stared alone
for we all need someone in our hour of darkness.

